
        

Speaking Points:

Recovering addict, self-love advocate, body-confidence, single mother, 

arranged marriage

First Immigrant and Indo-Canadian on Hollywood Reality Television 

We deserve freedom. We deserve love.

https://www.elephantjournal.com/2017/04/nine-ways-to-make-getting-older-sexy-brilliant/
https://www.mindbodygreen.com/wc/devina-kaur
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ayvaQnpOesU
http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2017/08/10/patti-stangers-million-dollar-matchmaker-client-flips-out-during-party.html
https://www.btmontreal.ca/videos/self-discovery-and-sexual-awakening/
https://rogerstv.com/media?lid=237&rid=4&gid=292011


Biography 

Living life to its fullest, Devina the Sexy Goddess is out to share her relentless optimism with the world
and empower herself and others in loving themselves.
 
Devina Kaur is a fun-loving, flamboyant, straight-talking author, entrepreneur, filmmaker and inspirational
speaker.  Born  and  raised  in  rural  India,  she  fought  to  reconcile  her  traditional  upbringing  with  her
ambitions. After a lifetime of being told she was too fat, too loud and too ambitious, her world fell apart in
her 30s when her arranged marriage ended. Thirty years of desperately trying to be the person everyone
else  wanted  had  resulted  in  loneliness,  depression  and  confusion.  While  looking  for  purpose  and
meaning, Devina embarked on a journey of self-discovery that led her to start the Sexy Brilliant Global
Revolution.
 
Seeking a genuine connection to  real  people,  she would  meet potential  dates,  friends and business
partners in unconventional places. Fearlessly jumping into new educational and business ventures, she
built on every success and failure as an opportunity to learn more about herself and her many talents.
Daring to step out of her comfort zone, Devina quickly learned that the dating scene was just another
superficial  construct  where  potential  dates  portrayed  themselves  as  they  knew  others  would  find
attractive, not as their true selves.
 
Finding the superficiality of traditional online dating a bore, Devina turned to Craigslist for more genuine
connections. She committed to deconstructing the formality of dating and “keeping things real.” When
meeting a new person, Devina would always affirm that she was not just, “Okay.” She was, “Always sexy.
Always brilliant.” The words she spoke would determine her frame of mind, and ultimately, the kinds of
people she would attract. With every new connection and adventure, Devina uncovered her true self, and
she realized that the only way she would have true and lasting love in her life was to love herself first!
Thus, the Sexy Brilliant ideology was born, developed and shared around the world.  
 
Too Fat, Too Loud, Too Ambitious is Devina’s first book, and possibly the world’s first ever X-rated self-
help  book with  an expected  date  of  release early  2019.  In  TFTLTA, she  shares her  self-discovery,
spiritual and sexual awakenings along with life empowerment in a candid, soul-searching way. Devina,
although gifted with expression, is also ADD and writing a book did not come naturally to her. She is best
described as an accidental author. 

Devina is a full time single mother and lives with her family
in Montreal, Canada. Please find Devina and her message
of empowerment on www.sexybrilliant.com

devina@devinkaur.com

2500+ Views per month and growing

#SexyBrilliant

 www.SexyBrilliant.com
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